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Teaching Your Dog to Enjoy Being Petted by a Friendly
Stranger

Teaching your Dog to Sit Maintain and Be Stroked by a Friendly Stranger

Each criteria is practiced in sets of 5. Do not
move on to the next criteria until the criteria
being worked on is solid and you are getting
4 or 5 correct behaviors.

Teach your dog that unfamiliar people in a
controlled situation are non-threatening and
that it is fun to be petted by them. If your
dog reacts to a strange person by lunging,
barking or growling then please consult your
DogSmith immediately and suspend these
activities.

Criteria 1 ’Sit Maintain’ when being approached.

a. Owner places the dog in a ‘sit maintain’ by their side
b. Dog is reinforced every 3 seconds as the stranger approaches
c. Stranger walks past and continues on
d. Dog is reinforced for maintaining position using the fine-dining

technique
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Criteria 2 ‘Sit Maintain’ in the presence of another person talking to the
owner.

a. Owner places the dog in a ‘sit-maintain’ by their side
b. Dog is reinforced every 5 seconds as the stranger approaches
c. Stranger approaches the dog and owner at an indirect curve and in a

non-threatening way
d. Stranger stands 3 ft away and exchanges some pleasantries with

owner
e. Stranger moves on
f. Dog is reinforced for maintaining position using the fine-dining

technique

Criteria 3 ‘Sit Maintain’ when the person talking to the owner bends slightly
to the side of the dog in a non-threatening manner and pets the dog.

a. Owner places the dog in a ‘sit-maintain’ by their side
b. Stranger approaches the dog and owner at an indirect curve and in a

non-threatening way
c. Stranger stands next to the dog and owner and bends down to pet the

dog
d. Stranger reinforces the dog for not breaking position or jumping
e. Dog is rewarded as the stranger moves off if they do not break

position
f. Dog is reinforced for maintaining position using the fine-dining

technique

Criteria 4 ‘Sit Maintain’ when the person talking to the owner crouches
down and strokes the dog across the body.

a. Owner places the dog in a ‘sit maintain’ by their side
b. Stranger approaches the dog and owner in a pleasant manner

(positive body language, smiling)
c. Stranger stand next to the dog and owner and bends down to pet the

dog
d. Stranger crouches down and pets the dog for 20 seconds. Stranger

reinforces the dog as they are petting the dog if the dog maintains the
position.

e. Dog is rewarded as the stranger moves off
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Criteria 5 Owner places the dog in a ‘down maintain’ and both people sit
down on the floor and pet and reinforce the dog.

a. Owner places the dog in a ‘sit maintain’ by their side
b. Stranger approaches the dog and owner
c. Stranger stands next to the dog and owner and bends down to pet the

dog
d. Stranger crouches down and pets the dog for 20 seconds. Stranger

reinforces the dog as they are petting the dog if the dog maintains the
position

e. Dog is asked to ‘down’ and is rewarded if successful
f. Owner and stranger sit down next to the dog and pet the dog. Owner

reinforces the dog


